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ABSTRACT 
 

This chapter presents the relation between El Niño / Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 

and tropical cyclone (TC) activity over the Southern Hemisphere, using both observations 

and outputs of a high-resolution (T213) coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation 

model. Both observations and simulations show that, in El Niño (La Niña) years, the TC 

genesis frequency is enhanced in the northeastern (southwestern) South Pacific Ocean. 

However, no remarkable change in the ratio of annual number of intense TC is found in 

either the observations or simulations. Therefore, changes in environmental conditions 

associated with ENSO contribute to TC frequency over the South Pacific, but they do not 

seem to affect TCs in terms of developing and sustaining their intensity. 

The interannual variability of TC activity over the southern Indian Ocean and its 

relation with Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) are also examined using partial regression 

technique. Both observations and simulations show the nearly zonal uniformly reduction 

(enhancement) in the annual TC frequency in El Niño (La Niña) years after taking away 

the effect of IOD, whereas the east-west dipole structure characterized by an increase 

(decrease) in the annual TC frequency in the western (eastern) part of the southern Indian 

Ocean during positive IOD events after excluding influences arising from ENSO. The 

results suggest that the interannual variability of TC activity over the southern Indian 

Ocean can be affected by both ENSO and IOD. Furthermore, observations show that the 

annual TC frequency formed over both the eastern and western parts of the southern 

Indian Ocean is related more closely to IOD events than ENSO. During positive 

(negative) IOD events, the TC frequency generated in the early TC season is reduced 

(enhanced) over the eastern part of the southern Indian Ocean. The TC genesis frequency 

and associated TC days in the western part of the southern Indian Ocean tend to increase 
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(decrease) in positive (negative) IOD events. However, there are not significant relations 

for the ratio of the annual number of intense TCs to total TCs over both the eastern and 

western parts of the southern Indian Ocean. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Theory and numerical results of several studies suggest that tropical cyclones (TCs) 

would increase in intensity in response to global warming [1–4]. Consequently, the change in 

TC activity under global warming has become a question of great concern in recent decades 

because TCs are often accompanied by extreme winds, torrential rainfall, and storm surges, 

causing economic damage and loss of human life. Emanuel [5] and Webster et al. [6] reported 

an increase in the frequency of intense TC occurrence over the past a few decades and related 

this increase to a concurrent increase in sea surface temperature (SST). However, Chan [7] 

claimed that the change in the number of intense TCs over the western North Pacific is 

unrelated to local SST but rather to similar decadal fluctuations in the atmospheric 

environment. Indeed, various large-scale environment factors can affect TCs by developing 

and sustaining their intensity, although warm SSTs are the most fundamental factor in TC 

formation in climatological aspect [8]. Consequently, an understanding of natural variability 

of TC activity on interannual and decadal time scales is important to detect the possible 

effects of anthropogenic climate change on TC activity. 

Many reports of earlier studies have documented that El Niño / Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) strongly affect the interannual variability of TC activity in most basins [9]. Increased 

vertical wind shear during El Niño years helps to prevent tropical disturbances from 

developing into TCs, resulting in fewer TC formations in the North Atlantic. La Niña years 

have more TCs than average because the vertical wind shear is reduced [10, 11].  In the 

western North Pacific, TCs have longer lifetimes and are more intense in El Niño years than 

La Niña years, accompanied by the southeastward shift of mean TC genesis locations [12, 

13]. Moreover, TCs in the South Pacific tend to form northeastward more often in El Niño 

years than in La Niña years [14]. It is also observed that more (fewer) TCs exist around 

Australia in La Niña (El Niño) years [15]. 

The historical record of best track data is inhomogeneous because of advances in 

observation system technologies and operational procedures [16]. Consequently, numerical 

simulations may become a valuable tool to elucidate the interannual variability of TC activity 

[17]. In this chapter, we present the interannual variations of TC activity over the Southern 

Hemisphere using both observations and outputs of a high-resolution coupled GCM (CGCM) 

with nearly 60 km horizontal resolution. The model can simulate the relation between ENSO 

and TC intensity in the western North Pacific and the North Atlantic [18, 19], as observed. 

This chapter is organized as follows. A description of the data is given in the next section. 

The model climatology is compared with observations in the third section. The fourth section 

presents the relation between ENSO and TC activity over the Southern Hemisphere simulated 

in the model along with observations. We then present the relation between ENSO and TC 

intensity over the South Pacific in both the model and observation. We also examine the 

relation between Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and TC activity over the southern Indian Ocean. 

A summary is presented in the final section. 
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DATA AND MODEL 
 

For the analysis described in this chapter, we use the best track data for the period 

1971/72−2009/10, as compiled by the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) 

(http://www.npmoc.navy.mil/jtwc.html). The JTWC data include locations and maximum 

wind speeds of TCs for successive six-hour intervals. The starting time is chosen as 1971/72 

because the data in the pre-satellite era may be less reliable. For analysis of the TC intensity, 

however, the starting time is chosen as 1984/85 because of incomplete information of 

intensity in the data. For the Southern Hemisphere, the TC season spans calendar years and is 

generally regarded as the 12 months of July–June. In this chapter, the first year identifies the 

TC season (e.g., 2009/10 is designated as the 2009 season). To examine the relation between 

TC activity and environmental conditions, wind fields and SST, taken from the National 

Center for Environmental Prediction−National Center for Atmospheric Research 

(NCEP−NCAR) global atmospheric reanalysis data [20] and the extended reconstructed sea 

surface temperature (ERSST) ver.3 [21], are used as observations. 

To confirm the relation between ENSO and TC intensity, we also use the outputs of the 

CGCM simulation during a period from year 20 to year 100. The atmospheric component of 

the CGCM has a horizontal resolution of T213 corresponding to a grid distance of about 60 

km. In this chapter, we used the following definitions to identify the locations of TCs 

simulated in the CGCM: 

 

1. The grid point with minimum sea level pressure in a 9 x 9 grid-point box is defined 

as the center of a TC, 

2. The difference in sea level pressure between the center and each grid point on the 

boundaries at 4 grid points away from the center is greater than 5 hPa. 

Then, we used the following definitions to exclude tracks of extratropical cyclones: 

3. Maximum surface wind speeds at 10 m in a 9 x 9 grid-point box around the center 

are greater than 17m/s, 

4. The difference in the vorticity of surface winds between the center and each grid 

point on the boundaries at 4 grid points away from the center is greater than 1.5 x 10
-

4
 s

-1
, 

5. The lifetime is more than 2 days, 

6. The genesis location is located to the north of 40°S, 

7. The vorticity of surface winds around the center has a value greater than 5.0 x 10
-4

 s
-1

 

at least 4 times throughout its lifetime.  

 

It is noted that there are no TCs with maximum surface winds more than 43 m/s, belonging to 

the category 2 on the Saffir-Simpson scale, because the horizontal resolution of the CGCM 

has no ability to simulate such strong TCs. The model simulated quasi-periodic (about five 

years) ENSO-like events. The time and spatial structure in the model anomalies show good 

agreement with those in the observed data. However the amplitudes of Niño34 SST anomaly 

in the CGCM are twice as large as observed ones. A more detailed description of the CGCM 

is presented in Iizuka and Matsuura [18, 19].  
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CLIMATOLOGY 
 

The spatial distribution of TC genesis locations over the Southern Hemisphere observed 

during all TC seasons of 1971–2009 is presented in Fig. 1a. The climatological annual TC 

genesis density is obtained by counting of TC generation in each 4° × 5° latitude–longitude 

grid box. The TC genesis locations are observed over the range of longitudes of 40°E–160°W  

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Climatology of the density of observed annual TC genesis number per decade. The 

contour interval is 1, and light (dark) shaded regions show the values greater than 1 (3). Zero line is 

omitted. (b) Climatology of the observed SST averaged for November−April. The contour interval is 

2°C; shaded regions indicate values greater than 26°C. The vector of wind at 850 hPa is also shown. (c) 

Climatology of the observed horizontal vorticity at 850 hPa averaged for November−April. The contour 

interval is 5 × 10
-6

 s
-1

; regions with negative values are shaded. (d) Climatology of the observed vertical 

wind shear defined as the magnitude of difference of the 200 hPa and 850 hPa horizontal winds 

averaged for November−April. The contour intervals are 5 m s
-1

; regions with values less than 10 m s
-1

 

are shaded. 
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within a range of latitudes and equatorward from around 25°S. A noticeable southwestward 

displacement of TC genesis locations is apparent in the area between the African coast and 

60°E. The TC genesis number is generally higher in the southern Indian Ocean than in the 

South Pacific Ocean. Climatological TC genesis active regions are observed in the central 

tropical southern Indian Ocean, off the northwestern coast of Australia, and in the Coral Sea 

off the northeastern coast of Australia. The TC genesis locations are spread over the warm 

SST region exceeding 26°C (Fig. 1b), which suggests that warm ocean thermal energy plays a 

crucial role in TC formation in climatological aspect [8]. The locations are also observed over 

the region with large negative low-level horizontal vorticity and weak vertical shear (Figs. 1c 

and 1d), which help tropical disturbances to develop into TC [8, 22].  

Figure 2 presents the spatial distribution of simulated TC genesis locations over the 

Southern Hemisphere during all TC seasons from years 20/21 to 99/100, along with the 

climatology of the model SST, low-level horizontal vorticity, and vertical shear averaged for  

 

 

Figure 2. Same as in Figure 1, but for the model. 
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November–April. The overall patterns and magnitudes of model warm SST regions exceeding 

26°C show agreement with the observations, although the model SSTs over the eastern part of 

the South Pacific are warmer than observations (cf. Figs. 1b and 2b), partially because of a 

lack of low-level marine stratus in the model [18]. This model bias is accompanied by the 

larger negative low-level horizontal vorticity and weaker vertical shear over the region of 

160°W–100°W along 5°S (Figs 2c and 2d). However, the overall patterns and magnitudes of 

the model low-level horizontal vorticity and vertical wind shear fields over the region of 

30°E–160°W are in general agreement with the observations (cf. Figs. 1c and 1d). 

The climatological model TC genesis locations are observed over the range of longitudes 

of 40°E–140°W within a range of latitudes and equatorward from around 25°S (Fig. 2a). The 

locations in the model extend more eastward than the observed TC genesis locations (cf. Figs 

1a). This bias is apparently related to the deficiency in the model SST, low-level horizontal 

vorticity, and vertical wind shear over the eastern part of the South Pacific. We also note here 

that the model TCs are formed even over the South Atlantic, as is often found in other GCMs 

[23], but we exclude the South Atlantic from analysis in this chapter because actual TCs are 

merely observed over the South Atlantic. Despite these discrepancies in the model, however, 

the active TC genesis locations in the model over the southern Indian Ocean and South 

Pacific Ocean show generally agreement with the observations. 

 

 

VARIABILITY 
 

 

Genesis Location and Frequency 
 

We first focus on the relation between ENSO and TC genesis frequency in the Southern 

Hemisphere. Although various indices have been proposed to define ENSO years in previous 

studies, here we define El Niño (La Niña) years when SST anomalies in the Niño34 region 

(5°S–5°N, 170°W–90°W) averaged during October–December are more (less) than 0.9 times 

the standard deviation. The three months of October–December is chosen because of the large 

variance of the Niño34 index in the months. Consequently, the following TC seasons are 

selected as El Niño years: 1972, 1982, 1986, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2002, 2006, and 2009. The La 

Niña years are the following: 1971, 1973, 1975, 1988, 1998, 1999, and 2007. 

Figure 3 shows the TC genesis locations that respectively observed in the El Niño and La 

Niña years, in addition to the composite seasonal evolution of TC frequency over the several 

domains in both El Niño and La Niña years in Fig. 4. The definition of the domain is the 

following: eastern South Pacific Ocean (ESP) (90°W–165°E), Australia (AUS) (165°E–

110°E), southeastern Indian Ocean (SEI) (110°E–80°E), and southwestern Indian Ocean 

(SWI) (80°E–30°E). These domains are selected based on results of previous studies [14, 15, 

and 24]. It is noteworthy that the three-month averaged TC frequency is used for the 

composite because of the small size of monthly TC data sample. 
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Figure 3. (a) Composite map of observed TC genesis locations in El Niño years. (b) Composite map of 

observed SST anomaly averaged for November−April. The contour interval is 0.5°C. (c) Same as in (b) 

but for observed horizontal vorticity anomaly at 850 hPa. The contour interval is 2 × 10
-6

 s
-1

. (d) Same 

as in (b) but for observed vertical wind shear. The contour interval is 5 m s
-1

. Anomaly is shown in 

color. (e) Same as in (b) but for observed divergence anomaly at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 0.5 × 

10
-6

 s
-1

. (f)−(j) Same as in (a)−(e) but for La Niña years. Regions where the t-test is statistically 

significant at the 90% confidence level are shaded by color. The green line denotes the boundary of 

each domain. 

The notable difference in observed TC genesis locations over the South Pacific between 

El Niño and La Niña years is found on either side of 165°E (Figs. 3a and 3f). A marked 

increase in the number of TC genesis over the ESP is observed in the early TC season, 

whereas marked reduction of the TC genesis frequency is found over the AUS, in El Niño 

years than average (Figs. 4a and 4b). The difference that is apparent over the northern part of 

the ESP appears to be related to the change in the geographic distribution of low-level 

vorticity over the South Pacific along with changes in vertical wind shear and SST, whereas 

the change in TC frequency over the southern part of the ESP seems to be attributable mostly 

to that in vertical wind shear and anomalous descending, associated with ENSO (Fig. 3) [14]. 

The change in TC frequency over the AUS domain is apparently related mostly to the change 

in vertical wind shear, along with the change in the geographic distribution of low-level 
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vorticity and SST, associated with ENSO (Fig. 3). The anomalous upper level convergence 

(divergence) linked to the low-level divergence (convergence) also appears to affect the 

reduction (enhancement) of the TC genesis frequency over the AUS domain in El Niño (La 

Niña) years (Figs. 3e and 3j). 

 

Figure 4. Seasonal evolution of observed three-months averaged TC number generated over the AUS 

(a), ESP (b), SWI (c), and SEI (d) domains. A solid line with a plus sign represents climatology, 

whereas a solid line with open circles (squares) represents composite for El Niño (La Niña) years. 

(e)−(f) Same as in (c)−(d) but for positive (negative) IOD years. Values where the t-test is statistically 

significant at the 90% confidence level are shown as closed circles (squares). 

Figure 5 depicts the simulated TC genesis locations in the El Niño and La Niña years. 

They show a difference in model TC genesis locations over the South Pacific between El 

Niño and La Niña years, similar to the observations. In El Niño years, more model TCs tend 

to form over the northeastern part in the South Pacific when compared with La Niña years. 

The increase in model TC genesis over the northeastern part in the South Pacific is related to 

the change in low-level vorticity, along with decreased vertical wind shear and positive SST 

anomaly (Fig. 5). However, the change in vertical wind shear appears to be related to the 

difference in model TC genesis frequency over the southeastern part of the South Pacific 

between El Niño and La Niña years as primary contributors. In the Australian region, the 
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changes in vertical wind shear and low-level convergence implied by the change in upper 

level divergence seem to contribute to the difference in TC genesis frequency between El 

Niño and La Niña years. These relations between TC genesis frequency and environmental 

conditions associated with ENSO in the model are consistent with the observed relations. 

Figure 5. (a) Composite map of the model TC genesis locations in El Niño years. (b) Composite map of 

the model SST anomaly averaged for November−April. The contour interval is 1°C. (c) Same as in (b) 

but for the model horizontal vorticity anomaly at 850 hPa. The contour interval is 2 ×10
-6

 s
-1

. (d) Same 

as in (b) but for the model vertical wind shear. The contour interval is 5 m s
-1

. Anomaly is shown in 

color. (e) Same as in (b) but for the model divergence anomaly at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 0.5 

×10
-6

 s
-1

. (f)−(j) Same as in (a)−(e) but for La Niña years. Regions where the t-test is statistically 

significant at the 90% confidence level are shaded by color. The green line denotes the boundary of 

each domain. 
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Figure 6. Seasonal evolution of model three-months averaged TC number generated over the AUS (a), 

ESP (b), SWI (c), and SEI (d) domains. A solid line with a plus sign represents climatology, whereas a 

solid line with open circles (squares) represents composite for El Niño (La Niña) years. Values where 

the t-test is statistically significant at the 90% confidence level are shown as closed circles (squares). 

 

Figure 6 presents the composite seasonal evolution of model TC frequency over several 

domains in both El Niño and La Niña years. The boundary between the ESP and AUS domain 

is shifted to 170°E because the genesis locations of model TCs over the South Pacific in El 

Niño years extend more eastward (Figs. 5a and 5f) when compared with the observations 

(Figs. 3a and 3f). The mean model TC frequency in the ESP and AUS domains is much 

higher in the late TC season (Figs. 6a and 6b) when compared with the observations (Figs. 4a 

and 4b). This bias may be related partially to that in SST over the eastern part of the South 

Pacific (Fig. 2) accompanied by the model double ITCZ during the austral summer (not 

shown).  

In El Niño years, an increase in the model TC frequency over the ESP is apparent in the 

early TC season, as was reported also for observations. Over the AUS domain, reduction 

(enhancement) of the model TC frequency in El Niño (La Niña) years is observed. These 

differences in the model between El Niño and La Niña years are generally similar to the 

observations, although the changes in the model TC genesis frequency over the AUS domain 

are overestimated during the austral fall (Figs. 4a and 6a). 
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Over the southern Indian Ocean, Ho et al. [25] and Kuleshov et al. [14] documented that 

the TC genesis locations seem to shift west in El Niño years when compared with La Niña 

years (Figs. 3a and 3f). However, no significant difference in the TC genesis frequency over 

the SWI domain is found in any TC season, although the analysis period or best track data 

used in their studies are different from those in the present analysis. Although marked 

reduction of TC genesis frequency is observed over the SEI domain in El Niño years (Fig. 

4d), there are not any significant differences in TC genesis frequency over both the SWI and 

SEI domains in La Niña years (Figs. 4c and 4d). Xie et al. [26], on the other hand, 

documented that a relationship exists between TC activity over the southwestern Indian 

Ocean and local SST induced by either ENSO or IOD events that occur often independently 

with ENSO [27]. Therefore, we present the composite seasonal evolution of TC frequency 

over the southern Indian Ocean in both positive and negative IOD years in Figs. 4e and 4f. 

Because IOD events reach their peaks in September [27], we define positive (negative) IOD 

years when Dipole Model Index (DMI) averaged during August–October are more (less) than 

0.9 times the standard deviation. Consequently, the following TC seasons are identified as 

positive IOD years (1972, 1977, 1982, 1994, 1997, and 2006) and negative IOD years (1971, 

1975, 1989, 1992, 1996, 1998, and 2005). 

A significant increase in TC genesis frequency is observed over the SEI in the early TC 

seasons of negative IOD years, while fewer TCs tend to form in positive IOD years than 

average (Fig. 4f). Because the eastern Indian Ocean SST anomaly during IOD events 

dissipates by the following January [27], this seasonal difference in TC genesis over the SEI 

between positive and negative IOD years is consistent with that of the local SST anomalies 

associated with IOD events. The significant difference in TC frequency over the SWI 

between positive and negative IOD years is also observed in February (Fig. 4e). The results 

suggest that DMI might become more useful index to predict seasonal TC genesis frequency 

in both the eastern and western parts of the southern Indian Ocean than ENSO indices. 

However, it is noteworthy that SST anomalies in other regions also play an important role in 

determining TC activity over the southwestern Indian Ocean [28]. 

Figure 7a displays the spatial distribution of regression coefficients of annual TC genesis 

frequency with DMI, showing the east-west dipole structure. The reduction (enhancement) of 

TC frequency over the SEI domain during positive (negative) IOD events is associated with 

the anomalous descent (ascent) in response to local SST cooling (warming) (Fig. 7m). The 

positive (negative) relative vorticity anomaly associated with anomalous easterlies 

(westerlies) over the SEI domain during positive (negative) IOD events is also unfavorable 

(favorable) for TC genesis in the region (Fig. 7g). Over the SWI domain, the anomalous 

ascent (descent) accompanied by local SST warming (cooling) is observed during positive 

(negative) IOD events, which is favorable (unfavorable) for TC genesis in the region (Fig. 

7m). The change in vertical wind shear is not related to the difference in the TC genesis 

frequency over the southern Indian Ocean (Fig. 7j). 

However, most of the IOD events co-occur with ENSO years during the analyzing period 

in this chapter. Therefore, one may argue whether the environmental conditions during the 

IOD events differ from those during ENSO years. To examine the contribution of individual 

ENSO and IOD events “as independent variables” to the TC frequency in the southern Indian 

Ocean, we here use a partial regression technique [29]. The partial regression coefficient 

gives the amount by which the dependent variable increases when one independent variable is  
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Figure 7. (a) Regression coefficients of the density of observed annual TC number per decade with 

August−October averaged DMI. The contour interval is 0.2 (b) Partial regression coefficients of the 

density of observed annual TC number per decade on October−December averaged Niño34 index 

independent of August−October averaged DMI. (c) Same as in (b) but on August−October averaged 

DMI independent of October-December averaged Niño34 index. (d)−(f) Same as in (a)−(c) but for 

observed SST  and 850 hPa wind anomalies averaged for September−March of the following year. The 

contour interval is 0.1°C. (g)−(i) Same as in (d)−(f) but for observed horizontal vorticity anomaly at 

850 hPa. The contour interval is 0.5 ×10
-6

 s
-1

. (j)−(l) Same as in (d)−(f) but for observed vertical wind 

shear. The contour interval is 0.5 m s
-1

. (m)−(o) Same as in (d)−(f) but for observed divergence 

anomaly at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 0.25 ×10
-6

 s
-1

. Positive (negative) values where the t-test is 

statistically significant at the 90% confidence level are shaded as red (blue) color. The green line 

denotes the boundary of the SWI and SEI domains. 
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increased by one unit and all the other independent variables are held constant. The partial 

regression coefficient        of the variable Y with the independent variable A, where the 

linear relationship with the independent variable B is removed, is calculated by 

 

       
          

     
 

 

 
, 

 

where     is the correlation coefficient between B and Y,     is the correlation coefficient 

between A and Y, and     is the correlation coefficient between A and B.   and   are the 

standard deviation of variable Y and B respectively. 

Figure 7c shows the spatial distribution of partial regression coefficients of annual TC 

genesis frequency with DMI after taking away the effect of ENSO. The spatial distribution 

shows the east-west dipole structure. On the other hand, the spatial distribution of partial 

regression coefficients of annual TC genesis frequency with the Niño34 index after taking 

away the effect of IOD indicates that the TC genesis frequency tends to reduce (enhance) 

over the central part of the southern Indian Ocean during El Niño (La Niña) years in absence 

of IOD events (Fig. 7b). The nearly zonal uniformly reduction (enhancement) of TC genesis 

frequency over the southern Indian Ocean is associated with the positive (negative) relative 

vorticity anomaly extending from the southwestern Indian Ocean to the southeastern Indian 

Ocean (Fig. 7h). Thus, the geographic feature of the change in TC genesis frequency over the 

southern Indian Ocean during IOD events differs from that in ENSO years in absence of IOD 

events. 

In contrast to the South Pacific and the Australian region, the model includes severe bias 

in the TC genesis frequency over the southern Indian Ocean, particularly, over the SWI 

domain in response to ENSO. The model TC frequency over the SWI increases (decreases) in 

La Niña (El Niño) years (Fig. 6c), whereas the observed TC frequency tends to reduce 

(enhance) (Fig. 4c). The atmospheric response to the northeast of Madagascar in the model is 

remarkably different from the observations (cf. Figs. 3 and 5). The negative (positive) low-

level vorticity anomalies are found there in El Niño (La Niña) years, associated with 

anomalous upper-level convergence (divergence) in the model, which are opposite to the 

observations. 

The seasonal difference in the model TC frequency over the southern Indian Ocean 

between positive (negative) IOD events is very similar to that between El Niño (La Niña) 

years (not shown). The spatial distribution of partial regression coefficients of annual TC 

genesis frequency with DMI after taking away the effect of ENSO in the CGCM shows the 

east-west dipole structure (Fig. 8c), whereas the corresponding spatial distribution for ENSO 

shows the nearly zonal uniformly change (Fig. 8b). These features in the CGCM are similar 

to those in the observation (Figs. 7b and c). However, the spatial distribution of regression 

coefficients of annual TC genesis frequency with DMI displays that the TC genesis frequency 

tends to reduce (enhance) over the entire southern Indian Ocean during positive (negative) 

IOD events in the CGCM (Fig. 8a). This discrepancy is because the amplitudes of the model 

Niño34 SST anomaly are twice as large as observed ones [18, 19] and most of the IOD events 

co-occur with ENSO years in the CGCM. Thus, the CGCM apparently overestimates the 

impact of ENSO on TC activity over the southern Indian Ocean. The relation of TC frequency 

over the southern Indian Ocean with IOD events should be examined in future with outputs of 

high-resolution models that correctly simulate the relation between ENSO and IOD. 
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Figure 8. Same as in Fig. 7, but for the model. 

 

 

Track 
 

Next, we present the relation between ENSO and TC tracks in the observation and model, 

in Fig. 9. To examine the change in TC tracks in response to ENSO, here we use TC days as 

obtained by counting the hours of TC existing in each 4° × 5° latitude–longitude grid box. A 

notable change in TC days is found over the South Pacific. In association with an increase in 

observed TC genesis frequency in the northeastern part of the South Pacific in El Niño years, 

more TCs are observed to pass in the equatorward region from 20°S (Fig. 9a). However, the 

TCs observed to pass on the western and eastern coasts of Australia decrease (increase) in El 
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Niño (La Niña) years. The model well captures the changes in TC days associated with ENSO 

over the South Pacific and around Australia, although a remarkable difference in changes of 

TC days associated with ENSO exists between those of the model and the observations over 

the southern Indian Ocean (Fig. 9e). 

We also present the difference in observed TC days between ENSO and IOD events. IOD 

events do not always occur with ENSO [27], but most positive (negative) IOD events co-

occur in El Niño (La Niña) years. Consequently, the relation of TC days with IOD is similar 

to that with ENSO (Fig. 9b).  

 

 

Figure 9. (a) Regression coefficients of TC days with October−December averaged Niño34 index. (b) 

Same as in (a) but with August−October averaged DMI. (c) Partial regression coefficients of TC days 

on October−December averaged Niño34 index independent of August−October averaged DMI. (d) 

Same as in (c) but on August−October averaged DMI independent of October−December averaged 

Niño34 index. (e) Same as in (a) but for the model. The contour interval is 0.2 days. Positive (negative) 

values where the t-test is statistically significant at the 90% confidence level are shaded as red (blue) 

color. 
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To assess the contribution of individual ENSO and IOD events “as independent 

variables” to the TC days, we again use a partial regression technique [29]. The spatial 

distribution of partial regression coefficients of TC days with DMI after taking away the 

effect of ENSO shows the east–west dipole structure. The reduction (enhancement) of TC 

days over the SEI domain during positive (negative) IOD events is associated with the 

anomalous descent (ascent) in response to local SST cooling (warming) (Fig. 9d). The 

opposite change is observed over the SWI domain. It is noteworthy that the TC days tend to 

increase (decrease) around Madagascar during positive (negative) IOD events (Fig. 9d) 

whereas they tend to decrease (increase) during El Niño (La Niña) years in absence of IOD 

events (Fig. 9c). This may cause the ambiguous relation between ENSO and TC activity over 

the southwestern Indian Ocean [28].  

 

 

Intensity 
 

The relation of the TC activity over the South Pacific and around Australia with ENSO in 

the model shows general agreement with the observational evidence. Therefore, we now 

examine the impact of ENSO on TC intensity. Here we define weak and intense model TCs, 

respectively, as model TCs with maximum surface winds less and more than 33 m/s. This 

threshold is based on the Saffir-Simpson scale. It is noted that there are no TCs with 

maximum surface winds more than 43 m/s, belonging to the category 2 on the Saffir-Simpson 

scale, because the horizontal resolution of the model has no ability to simulate such strong 

TCs. However, using the same threshold, Iizuka and Matsuura [18] obtained the relation 

between ENSO and TC intensity in the western North Pacific that is similar to the observed 

one. For observation, weak TCs are defined as TCs reaching maximum surface winds below 

category 3, whereas TCs belonging to categories 3–5 are defined as intense TCs. 

Figure 10 shows scatter diagrams for the observed annual number of total TCs, weak 

TCs, intense TCs, and the ratio of the annual number of intense TCs to total TCs, against 

Niño34 index, over the AUS and ESP domains. Observations show an increase (decrease) in 

the annual TC frequency over the ESP domain in El Niño (La Niña) years, but the annual TC 

number is lower (higher) over the AUS domain, as reported in a previous study [15]. Similar 

relations have been found for intense TC numbers. However, there are not significant 

relations for the ratio of the annual number of intense TCs to total TCs over both the AUS and 

ESP domains (Figs. 10d and 10h). To confirm the relations in observations, we next examine 

the corresponding correlations in the model. The correlation coefficients in the model are 

similar to the observed ones (Fig. 11). This supports the observed relation that the changes in 

environmental conditions associated with ENSO contribute to TC genesis frequency over the 

South Pacific, but that they do not affect the ratio of the annual number of intense TCs to total 

TCs. 

This differs from the response of TC activity over the western North Pacific to ENSO 

[12, 13]. In El Niño years, the mean TC genesis locations over the western North Pacific shift 

southeastward in association with low-level vorticity anomalies accompanied by anomalous 

westerlies induced by warm SST anomalies in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific. 

These changes are similar to those observed over the South Pacific. When comparing the 

South Pacific and the North Atlantic, however, the increase in vertical shear over the region 

with more TC tracks in El Niño years (east of Japan) is relatively small (not shown). This 
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small change may be the reason why TCs over the western North Pacific are more intense and 

have longer lifetimes than normal during El Niño years.  

 

 

Figure 10. Scatter diagrams for observed annual number of TC (a), weak TC (b), intense TC (c), and 

ratio of intense TC to total TC number (d), generated over the AUS, with October−December averaged 

Niño34 index. (e)−(h) Same as in (a)−(d) but for ESP domain. Linear regression lines are shown as 

solid lines. 
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Figure 11. Same as in Fig. 10, but for the model. 

Thus, the vertical wind shear may be attributed to an increase in the annual intense TC 

frequency on the interannual time scale, although warm SSTs play an important role in the 

increase in intense TC frequency under global warming [1–4]. 

We also examine the relation between the observed annual total of TCs, weak TCs, 

intense TCs, along with the ratio of the annual number of intense TCs to total TCs, against the 

Niño34 index as well as DMI, over the southern Indian Ocean. Because of the severe bias in 

the TC activity over the southern Indian Ocean in the model, we present only the relation 
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based on observed data. Significant correlation at the 95% confidence level is found only in 

the annual number of total TCs and weak TCs over the SEI against the Niño34 index (Fig. 

12).  

 

 

Figure 12. Scatter diagrams for observed annual number of TC (a), weak TC (b), intense TC (c), and 

ratio of intense TC to total TC number (d), generated over the SWI, with the October−December 

averaged Niño34 index. (e)−(h) Same as in (a)−(d), but for SEI domain. Linear regression lines are 

shown as solid lines. 
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Figure 13. Same as in Figure 12, but with August−October averaged DMI. 

However, significant correlation at the 95% confidence level is found in the annual number of 

total TCs, weak TCs, and intense TCs over the SEI against DMI (Fig. 13), which suggests 

that the DMI might become more useful index than ENSO indices to predict seasonal TC 

genesis frequency statistically over the eastern part of the southern Indian Ocean. The DMI 

also becomes a more useful predictor for annual TC frequency over the SWI domain than 

ENSO indices (cf. Figs. 12a and 13a). However, there are no significant relations for the ratio 

of the annual number of intense TCs to total TCs over both the SWI and SEI domains (Figs. 

13d and 13h). Consequently, the changes in environmental conditions associated with IOD 

events seem not to affect TC in the development of their intensity. This is partly because a 

concurrent increase in vertical wind shear suppresses TCs to develop and sustain their 

intensity when more TCs are generated over the southwestern Indian Ocean in association 

with local SST warming [28]. However, further assessment of the relation between TC 

activity over the southern Indian Ocean and IOD must be undertaken using additional data. 
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SUMMARY 
 

In this chapter, we described the impact of El Niño / Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on the 

activity of tropical cyclones (TCs) in the Southern Hemisphere using the best track data, 

along with the outputs simulated in a high-resolution (T213) coupled ocean-atmosphere 

general circulation model (CGCM). Both the observations and simulations show that, in El 

Niño (La Niña) years, the annual frequency of TCs in the northeast quadrant of the South 

Pacific increases (decreases), although it decreases (increases) in the southwest quadrant in 

the vicinity of the eastern coast of Australia. The increase (decrease) in TCs in the northeast 

quadrant is related to negative (positive) low-level vorticity anomalies associated with the 

anomalous westerlies (easterlies) induced by warm (cold) sea surface temperature anomalies 

in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific. An increase (decrease) in vertical wind shear 

associated with El Niño (La Niña) events contributes to the reduction (enhancement) of TC 

genesis frequency in the southeast quadrant of the South Pacific. The change in TC genesis 

frequency around Australia seems to be attributable to changes in the vertical wind shear and 

anomalous low-level convergence accompanied by anomalous upper-level divergence. These 

changes in the annual TC frequency over the South Pacific are accompanied by those in weak 

and intense TC frequency, but there are not significant relations for the ratio of the annual 

number of intense TCs to total TCs with ENSO. Therefore, the changes in environmental 

conditions associated with ENSO contribute to TC genesis frequency over the South Pacific, 

but they do not affect TCs in the development of their intensity. 

We also found that the annual TC frequency observed over the eastern and western parts 

of the southern Indian Ocean is related more closely to the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events 

than ENSO. During positive IOD events, the TC frequency generated in the early TC season 

is reduced, whereas an increase in TC frequency is identified during negative IOD events 

over the eastern part of the southern Indian Ocean in association with the anomalous descent 

in response to local SST cooling. The TC genesis frequency and associated TC days in the 

western part of the southern Indian Ocean tend to increase (decrease) in positive (negative) 

IOD events in association with the anomalous ascent (descent). However, there are not 

significant relations for the ratio of the annual number of intense TCs to total TCs because a 

concurrent increase in vertical wind shear suppresses TCs to develop and sustain their 

intensity. 

Although this high-resolution CGCM is reasonably successful in simulating the relation 

between ENSO and TC activity over the South Pacific as well as the North Atlantic and 

western North Pacific, there are the discrepancies in the relation between ENSO and TC 

activity over the southern Indian Ocean simulated in the model. The model also fails to 

simulate the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) which is known as an important mode for TC 

genesis, although the model simulates the convectively equatorial Rossby wave–like 

intraseasonal oscillation with sub-monthly time scales. Recently, a global cloud-resolving 

model was shown to be successful in simulating the MJO and associated TCs [30]. Thus, it is 

expected that the use of a finer-resolution global cloud-resolving model can be a powerful 

tool for elucidating TC activity on various time scales. 
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